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1920x1080 anime desktop background

Microsoft's Windows 10 offers users many ways to customize the operating system. Indeed, we have a pretty great article outlining all the methods by which you can make Windows 10 yours. A throwback style has an animated desktop. Indeed, yesterday you may have seen my Instagram video showing one in action with the famous Windows 10 logo of the new login screen. Today I'll show you how to do
the same using a third-party app called DeskScapes 8 from Stardock! The duh moment Before we start, I have to point out the obvious. Using an animated desktop on a laptop, older computer, or even a newer one with lower-end specs is probably not the best idea if you're working on battery life and graphics performance. There is no doubt that in using such a setup you could load your system just to make
it look fancy. Of course, if you're running a high-end rig with CPU and GPU cycles to spare, there's nothing wrong with doing this trick. Indeed, I'm running on two Core i5 desktop systems (Intel Skylake) with lots of RAM and two pretty high-end GPUs (an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 960 and 970, to be exact). If you want a more accurate estimate with an animated desktop consumed between 6-9 percent of the
CPU with an average of about 7 percent. While that's not terrible, it can limit your setup if on an older rig. The good news is not just you pause your animated desktop to quickly just switch to a static image at any time saving your precious CPU for when you need it. Why the tutorial? Besides just explaining the basics there is another issue. DeskScapes 8 gets its name because it was created for Windows 8
systems. It may run on Windows 10 but if you just try to install it you are going to get an error message. This impediment is very easy to get around, and I'll show you how to get it going. That said, the reason this isn't meant for Windows 10 is the app isn't optimized for the newer OS and, as such, Stardock can't guarantee performance or problems. So do this at your own risk. Let's get started! Animated
desktops in Windows 10 Before we are, you need to download the DeskScapes 8 installer. The app has a 30-day free trial and costs $9.99 for a single license. After 30 days to try this app is more than enough for you to decide if you want to justify the $10 price tag. In addition to the pre-installed animated desktops in the app, you also create your own or navigate to the WinCustomize site to download those
that the community has created. There are quite a few, so you need to find something to pique your interest. 1. Download Head to Stardocks' site and grab the installer. Agree to use the 30 days and download. The trick to running the app on Windows 10 is to use compatibility mode. This feature is an old feature of previous releases, and it works well here for the installer. Right-click DeskScapes8_cnet
setup.exe and choose Resolve Compatibility. You have to be presented with two options. Select the second second Program. Then choose the first option The program worked in earlier versions of Windows, but is not installed or running on the menu now. Hit Next to move on. From the next menu, select Windows 8, and then press Next. Then choose Test the program... This part is where it gets tricky.
Normally, the program will just start and you will continue with Next. However, this is an installer that we run, so you should see a flashing Windows (User Account Control) shield appear on the taskbar. Keep in mind that it won't be an active window, so you might miss it if you're not looking for it. Click on it and agree to let the installer run. Now that you finally install the program on your computer. During the
process, you'll be asked if you want to install optional Decor8, another Stardock app. I only don't recommend this because the app is to customize the old home screen in Windows 8 and is not very relevant to Windows 10. Make sure you uncheck the box, and the proceeds. Stardock lets you try DeskScapes for 8 30 days. However, you still need to register and have the app verify the trial period to begin.
The process is simply just requiring an email and a verification link. This action starts the trial period. Although not as convenient as just using a non-phone-home program Stardock probably does this to cut down on piracy, so cut them some slack. It should be noted that once you are on Test the program ... you have completed the entire app installer. As such, at any point you could just hit Cancel on the
compatibility window if we already got what we wanted. Still, if you haven't done this, you can now cancel. There is no need to run again with Next. That's it! You now have DeskScapes 8 installed on Windows 10. Here are a few other facts: Pause U DeskScapes 8 at any time by right-clicking the desktop and selecting Pause deskscapes For multi-display setups, run DeskScapes on all windows, or choose
one for each screen. For example, you have an animated main screen with a secondary (and tertiary) monitor running a static image. Also, you would have a different animated wallpaper on each monitor. The choice is yours! Grab new backgrounds from the WinCustomize site. Just find the image/animation you want and download it to your computer. If you double-click the download, you use it through the
app and you create a folder to add more While DeskScapes is active, you'll have trouble moving files or folders on the desktop. You always choose a regular background through Windows Settings &gt; Personalization, and then rearrange your files or folders and re-enable DeskScapes. This or folders are accessible, so you start apps and open the folders that you just don't rearrange when the app is
running. Unsubscribe and re-op seems to solve the problem. Deskscapes has quite a few options in it including transparency for your desktop icons, which is an added neat effect that I recommend if you have a Windows Insider watermark on your you read our other tutorial on how to get rid of that for a cleaner look If the app doesn't allow an animated wallpaper, and you only have a black background, try
to unsubscribe and turn back on then restart DeskScapes 8 If running multiple Windows 10 computers, you might want to head into Settings &gt; Accounts &gt; Individual Sync Settings and Disable Theme. This action prevents Windows 10 from trying to sync your DeskScapes with your other Windows 10 computers, which obviously doesn't work. DeskScapes 8 can pause automatically when the AC is
disconnected, meaning you can use it on a low-impact laptop For those who want the new Windows 10 login screen with the fancy Windows logo and lasers, you'll find it on WinCustomize (link below). The theme was created by AzDude, who is one of the most prolific creators on that site. The version I use is Windows 10 v1 (link), although it has a few variations out there, so try them all and use what you
think looks best. Generally, DeskScapes runs pretty well on my PC, and I have no problems or complaints. This program is a pretty high-end way to customize your PC, but there's little denying that it has a certain wow appeal to it. Whether you like it and want to pay the $10 is up to you, but at least now you know how to get it on your PC. There's no word if a Windows 10 version is on the way, but we'll
keep you posted when we hear something. More resources Remember that we have many other articles on Windows 10, if you need help, always check these other sources: Stay up to date with the latest daily buzz with the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! By ExtremeTech Staff on July 26, 2007 at 13:27 this site can earn affiliate commissions from the links on this page. Conditions. Tips used for Top Tips
come from the ExtremeTech forum and are written by our community. Question from ugguru I use XP Pro on a Dell Precision M65. When I click RMB on my desktop, choose Properties and then the Desktop tab, I'll see a list of image files that I need to choose as a background. However, the only files listed are bitmaps. On my previous laptop (Bell Precision M60) I collected a collection of more than 40
images consisting of three images (.jpg, .gif, &amp; .bmp). All 40+ image files appear in the list. On the M60, I have all the image files in the C:WINDOWSWebWallpaper folder. Now on the M65, only the .bmp files are listed. I tried locating the 40+ files in the C:WINDOWSWebWallpaper folder and the C:Documents and Settingshartmana.PLMMy DocumentsMy Pictures folder. It made no difference if only
the .bmp files are listed. I don't want bitmap files of all my because the bitmap files are so much larger than the .jpg &amp; .gif. What causes this interface to behave so differently between these two Dell laptops? Is there a setting I need to look at? The only difference I can perceive between the two laptop, is that on the Dell M60 which I returned in August 2004, I installed the the Pro OS from the installation
CD. On the Dell M65, the operating system is installed from an image file. Answer from rabidrabbit16 you probably just .bmp selected if the type of explorer is view, just change it to all files or image files, whatever the other option isThen have a better answer? Please post it in the discussion. Discussion.
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